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Introduction
Andrew Marvell is an English metaphysical poet, satirist and politician. He is one of the major poets of the 17th century. He is famous for his passionate, sensuous and elegant lyrics. His works are praised and admired ever in the contemporary period. He was deeply influenced by John Donne. His works also display cavalier school.
A dialogue between the soul and the body as a dialogue poem
The dialogue is a form of poetry. But it is not often used. Only Andrew Marvell has used it in several poems. A dialogue between the soul just like a first class match. Both sides get two innings alternately. Though it clearly favours the soul he does not give either side the match winning argument.
Soul’s opening
The soul opens with a powerful complaint. It says that it is imprisoned in the body and tortured by it. It wishes to escape through the death of the body. Marvell uses extended conceit effectively. “Blinded with an eye” makes a nice paradox. The organs of sense blind the soul to heaven. The keep it bound to sense impressions. The worst part is ‘a vain head’. It means stuffed with idle, fruitless thoughts and a double heart because it is divided.



Body’s reply
The body is not pleased with this onslaught. It accuses the soul for driving it around. But it wants only a quiet life. It even has to get up and wlak upright. The soul makes it restless as it is possessed by this ill spirit. The soul is termed as ill spirit.
Soul’s response
The soul wants to enlarge the double heart. It has its own grief. It feels that it is being trapped in the body. And it also feels that it has to bear the body’s grief. The soul here is both the psychology and spirituality of human experiences. The psychology is derived from the body and the spirituality from its heavenly origins. If it is given freedom it would escape the body and let the body die. But the body likes to keep itself alive. And the soul is forced to help the body to live. Marvell again makes the most of this paradox in his imagery
For ex:  Whats worse, the cure
Body’s conclusion
The body lists the psychological sufferings the soul forces on it like 
	Hope

Fear
Love
Hatred and so on
It says that only soul has given the body the consciousness of sin. If it is left to itself the body could have lived like the animals. It means instinctive and undifferentiated being. The body says that it is like an undifferentiated tree growing naturally. But the soul like an architect trims and makes it into outlandish and unnatural shapes.
Conclusion
	Andrew Marvell picturizes clearly, the problems of the body and the soul. He has not given any solution. But he is a true Christian. A true Christian would only wish to shape the life as per the instinct of the soul. Though it is not direct a poem supporting Christianity, Marvell does it indirectly.

